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empirical deductive DBMSs, semantics, consistency and query proc. Ng, R.T., T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 32-49
learning implication networks from empirical data, algm. and Monte-Carlo simul.-based validation. Liu, J., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 990-1004
optimal reorganization of B+-tree, phys. clustering. Park, J.S., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 826-832

Problem-solving
SHAPES, search heuristics learning in under-constrained optim. problems. Doan, K.P.V., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 731-746
Process algebra; cf. Relational algebra
Programming; cf. Logic programming; Object oriented programming
Prolog
tabled eval., delaying in Prolog. Ramesh, R., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 559-574

Quadric programming
SHAPES, search heuristics learning in under-constrained optim. problems. Doan, K.P.V., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 731-746
Quadrexts
n-dimens. quadtree decomp. for arbitrary hyperrectangles. Faloutsos, C., +, T-KDE May-Jun 97 373-383

Query languages
default logic, query lang. Cadoli, M., +, T-KDE May-Jun 97 448-463
generalized production rules as basis for integrating active and deductive databases. Palopoli, L., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 848-862
obj.-oriented databases, cost fnns. modelling. Bertino, E., +, T-KDE May-Jun 97 500-508
prog. with logical queries, bulk updates and hypothetical reasoning. Welding, Chen, T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 587-599
temporal relational query langs., expressive power. Tansel, A.U., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 120-134
transactions and updates in deductive databases. Montesi, D., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 784-797

Radio communication; cf. Wireless LAN
Read only memories; cf. CD-ROMs
Real-time systems
obj.-based semantic real-time concurrency control, bounded imprecision. DiPippo, L.C., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 135-147

Reasoning; cf. Inference mechanisms

Relational algebra
act. relational expressions, incremental recomputation, improved algm. Griffin, T., +, T-KDE May-Jun 97 508-511
NUMA, proc. clusters for parallel join. Pramanik, S., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 663-660
temporal relational data model. Tansel, A.U., T-KDE May-Jun 97 464-479
temporal relational query langs., expressive power. Tansel, A.U., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 120-134

Relational databases
act. relational expressions, incremental recomputation, improved algm. Griffin, T., +, T-KDE May-Jun 97 508-511
CIM database, form-based natural lang. front end. Adam, N.R., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 238-250
default logic, query lang. Cadoli, M., +, T-KDE May-Jun 97 448-463
efficient scheduling of page access in index-based join proc. Chen, C.Y., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 1005-1011
extended authorization model for relational databases. Bertino, E., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 85-101
multilevel secure relational model, semantic framework. Xiaolei Qian, +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 292-301
NUMA, proc. clusters for parallel join. Pramanik, S., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 653-660
optimal reorganization of B+-tree, phys. clustering. Park, J.S., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 826-832
set difference views, incremental computation. Baekgaard, L., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 251-261
temporal relational data model. Tansel, A.U., T-KDE May-Jun 97 464-469
temporal relational query langs., expressive power. Tansel, A.U., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 120-134

Resource management
multiprocessor document allocation, genetic algm. approach. Frieder, O., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 640-642
NUMA, proc. clusters for parallel join. Pramanik, S., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 653-660

Risk analysis
financial risk mgt., knowledge repository design. Benaroch, M., T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 161-167
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Scheduling
efficient scheduling of page access in index-based join proc. Chen, C.Y., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 1005-1011
Search methods
reusable agents, cooperative search, meta-inform. sharing. Lander, S.E., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 193-208
Search methods; cf. Database searching; Tree searching
Security; cf. Computer security; Data security
Software metrics
QUEM achievement test for knowledge-based systs. Hayes, C.C., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 838-847
Software performance
database mgt., seq. trees and tokens. Goldstein, R.C., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 186-192
Sequential decision procedures
ES optim., seq. decision models. Mookerjee, V.S., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 675-687
Simulation
learning implication networks from empirical data, algm. and Monte-Carlo simul.-based validation. Liu, J., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 990-1004
Software; cf. Database management systems
Software engineering; cf. Software requirements and specifications
Software maintenance
obj. oriented view technol. based transparent schema evol. syst. Young-Gook Ru, +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 600-624
Software metrics
QUEM achievement test for knowledge-based systs. Hayes, C.C., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 838-847
wireless commun. networks, data organization for low power consumption. Imielinski, T., +, T-KDE May-Jun 97 353-372
Software requirements and specifications
analogous software components reuse us formal methods. Cheng, B.H.C., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 341-349
digital syst. requirements capture and anal., conceptual graphs. Cyre, W.R., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 8-23
Software testing
QUEM achievement test for knowledge-based systs. Hayes, C.C., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 838-847
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Software tools
CIM database, form-based natural lang. front end. Adam, N.R., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 238-250
Software verification and validation
rule based syst. validation, automatic ident. of equivalence classes. Rosenwald, G.W., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 24-31
Spatial data structures
interval data mgt., SQL extension. Lorentzos, N.A., + , T-KDE May-Jun 97 480-499
Special issues and sections
research surveys on building systems with knowledge and data engineering techniques (special section). T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 673-708
research surveys on building systems with knowledge and data engineering techniques, special section intro. Spooner, D.L., T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 673-674
Statistical databases
cell suppression via marginal total suppression in stat. databases. Chu, P.C., T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 513-523
large stat. databases, block-oriented compression techs. Wee-Keong Ng, + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 314-328
Statitics
high-order pattern discovery from discrete-valued data. Wong, A.K.C., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 97 877-893
optimal reorganization of B+-tree, phys. clustering. Park, J.S., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 97 826-832
pattern-oriented model for intrusion detect. Shih-Pyng Shieh, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 97 661-667
System analysis and design
digital syst. requirements capture and anal., conceptual graphs. Cyre, W.R., T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 8-23
System recovery
act. database integrity constraint maint., prod. rule ordering and selection, complexity and heuristic soln. Fraternali, P., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 173-178

T
Temporal databases
interval data mgt., SQL extension. Lorentzos, N.A., + , T-KDE May-Jun 97 480-499
relational query langs., expressive power. Tansel, A.U., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 120-134

U
Uncertainty
empirical deductive DBMSs, semantics, consistency and query proc. Ng, R.T., T-KDE Jan-Feb 97 32-49
version space learning algm. for noisy and uncertain data. Tsung-Pai Hong, + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 336-340

User interfaces; cf. Graphical user interfaces; Natural language interfaces; User modeling
interface agents that learn, rule induction and k-nearest neighbor methods. Payne, T.R., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 97 329-335

W
Wireless LAN
data organization for low power consumption. Imielinski, T., + , T-KDE May-Jun 97 353-372